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ABSTRACT

A wide range of Research Test Reactor aluminide type spent fuel is already received for
treatment conditioning at the La Hague reprocessing complex. Such a diversity calls for an
utmost attention to be paid to all safety-related systems and technical aspects, to all regulatory
and administrative constraints.
Despite of such multiple data inputs and rigid constraints, a close cooperation between the
Research Reactor operator and COGEMA enables to reach adequate and cost effective
solutions also relevant to spent fuel having had an uneven history.

The acceptance process is primarily based on the client descriptive data and status declaration
issued by the Research Reactor (RR) operator under QA. This acceptance process is a key
step, to be keenly scheduled as it is directly interactive with the RR evacuation plans and the
La Hague industrial plant program. It is also governed by the reviews conducted by the French
Safety Authority and generally translated into operational authorisations.

Concerned by maintaining high safety standards, reliable and proven operational levels of its
nuclear services performed in the La Hague facilities COGEMA includes, all through this
acceptance process, the operating, regulatory and administrative requirements.

This paper sets forth an overview of the approach implemented in the COGEMA rganisation
for the management of the acceptance process of RTR aluminide type spent fuel.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE ACCEPTANCE PROCESS
OF RTR ALUMINIDE TYPE SPENT FUEL

P. A UZIERE, THOMASSON - COGEMA

1. INTRODUCTION

COGEMA is applying its extensive experience with the many U-Al type RTR spent fuel
assemblies already received at the reprocessing plant in La Hague, France, to gradually
expand the range of services it offers research reactor operators. Its extended offering
includes reliable, safe services concerning in particular the acceptability of fuel
assemblies.

Using the precise pre- and post-irradiation characteristics that the research reactor
operator prov'des for each U-A] type RTR spent fuel assembly, COGEMA has to

ify that each assembly with particular characteristics can be managed n full
compliance with all safety rules at every step in a cmplex process including
transportation, reception, unloading, storage and treatment in the La Hague plant.

In addition, long before fuel is shipped for reception, treatment and conditioning in the
La Hague plant, COGEMA must first ensure that it falls within the scope of existing
licenses and operating permits, which are subject to strict supervision by the competent
French safety authority.

A special procedure has been established to determine whether a spent fuel assembly is
acceptable, in particular within the framework of permits issued by the safety authority.
COGEMA, the La Hague plant operator, applies this procedure in accordance with
stringent quality assurance criteria.

Since COGEMA has the required shipping casks and manages fuel transportation, fuel
transportability in a certified cask is usually verified at the same time. This aspect is not
cons'dered in this paper.
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2. FUEL CHARACTERISTICS

COGEMA has experience in managing fuel with a wide variety of characteristics, as
illustrated in Figure .
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The research reactor operator requesting COGEMA services must provide all the
required data, including precise pre- and post-irradiation characteristics for each U-Al
RTR spent fuel assembly, as indicated in Appendix .

The research reactor operator knows the history and condition of the spent fuel
assemblies being stored before treatment in accordance with a predetermined schedule,

Certain spent fuel assemblies may be considered unsound, i.e. unsuitable for reuse in a
reactor, due to traces of corrosion, perforation or other defects. In addition, they may
have undergone testing to assess the potential rate of radioactivity release into the
reactor pool water.

In some cases, the operator has installed special in-reactor nstrumentation and
introduced measures to separately manage spent fuel assemblies that have been
declared unsound.
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3. ACCEPTANCEPROCEDURE

3.1. Sound Fuel

COGEMA can generally accept RTR spent fuel that a research reactor operator has
declared sound, provided that the fuel has been cooled for at least one year before
loading into a shipping cask.

COGEMA has certified casks required for shipping the spent fuel and manages
transportation from the reactor to its plant in La Hague. It therefore usually takes
delivery of the fuel on the client's site.

The standard fuel acceptance procedure comprises the following steps:

(1) The research reactor operator provides COGEMA with the pre- and post-
irradiation characteristics as specified in Appendix 1, for each fuel assembly, in a
document prepared in accordance with quality assurance requirements.

The characteristics are submitted in a single file covering a group of deliveries
for a multi-phase disposal program at least 9 (nine) months before loading of the
first cask specified under the program.

COGEMA reviews the documents and then notifies the operator of the
provisional acceptance of the fuel concerned, and of any reservations, at least 3
(three) months before loading of the first cask in accordance with the scheduled
delivery program.

(11) The research reactor operator provides COGEMA with a plan for loading the
assemblies into the assigned shipping cask at least 21 (twenty one) calendar
days before the start of loading operations for each cask.

COGEMA reviews the plan and then notifies the operator of its approval of the
proposed plan, and of any reservations, at least 14 (fourteen) calendar days
before the start of loading operations.

(111) If the fuel has been handled after the operator has transmitted the pre- and post-
irradiation characteristics to COGENIA as per step (i ') above, the operator must
re-confirm the integrity of the fuel and submit pool water inspection
characteristics and anv other documents with supporting information concerning
conditions in the last place of storage.

This information is provided by the operator and commented on or accepted by
COGEMA in compliance with the time requirements specified in step (ii) above.

(iv) One last verification is performed and COGEMA pronounces final acceptance
of the ftiel in accordance with steps (i) to (iii) above when its representative
assigned to the reactor to monitor the fuel during cask loading completes the
final inspection.
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COGEMA accepts the fuel following receipt of the operator's statement of
conformity to the specifications indicated in Appendix 2 and review of the
results of the scheduled pre-shipment inspections.

A Fuel Acceptance Certificate is drawn up by COGEMA and signed ointly with
the research reactor operator prior to shipment.

Upon completion of this process, COGEMA takes delivery of the sound fuel.

3.2 Fuel Declared Unsound by the Reactor Operator

COGEMA can manage nearly all fuel declared unsound by the reactor operator,
ided that a careful specific examination s conducted n each case. In the

most difficult cases, a series of complementary precautions may be required
ily to guarantee rotection against the risk of radioactivity releases and

dissemination of materials.

3.2. 1. Heavily Damaged Fuel

This category includes fuel that has been involved in an accident and fuel that
has undergone significant corrosion that exposes extensive areas of the fissile
material and/or that has destroyed the geometry or mechanical integrity of the
assembly or its elements. It also includes dismantled fuel.

The precautions taken for extensively damaged ftiel usually involve inserting the
fuel assemblies or elements into containers. The containerization process is
defined ointly by the reactor operator and COGEMA in order to apply the best
possible solution allowing as precisely as possible for reactor and La Hague
plant requirements.

The containerization process must also allow for constraints related to
transportation and the cask employed. it is important to note that the use of
organic sealing agents, such as epoxy resins, is totally prohibited. No organic
material may be used in the treatment process implemented in the La Hague
plant.

Sound elements from dismantled fuel assemblies may easily be managed by
reconstructing a pseudo-assembly that meets the La Hague transportation and
receivability criteria.

3.2.2. Slightly Damaged Fuel

This category covers fuel whose geometric and mechanical integrity the
research reactor operator has ensured and guaranteed. It usually includes
assemblies that have been subjected to limited corrosion attacks in the reactor
or, in most instances, during storage in pools, dry shafts, vaults or casks.
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Acceptance of this fuel for reception, unloading and storage is subject to testing to
assess the radioactivity release rate for fuel that has been declared unsound by the
research reactor operator. This testing is to be performed by the operator in accordance
with the procedure proposed or approved by COGEMA.

Depending on the results of the radioactivity release test, the fuel declared unsound by
the operator may be accepted without any additional measures. Other-wise, as a
minimum, it will have to be placed in cylinders upon reception in La Hague.

This case will be detailed in a future paper.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The importance COGEMA assigns to the preparatory work designed to determine
whether RTR spent fuel assemblies are acceptable for reception, unloading, storage and
treatment in the La Hague reprocessing plant guarantees trouble-free management
despite the intrinsic diversity of this type of fuel assembly. his approach also enables
full compliance with safety equirements and limits specified by the competent safety
authority.

Research reactor operators can benefit from COGEMA's experience in determining
RTR spent fuel assembly acceptability to provide reliable and proven solutions for
managing their fuel assemblies, regardless of whether they hve been declared sound or
unsound.
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APPENDIX I

Pre- and Post-Irradiation Fuel Characteristics

The research reactor operator must provide COGEMA with the required spent fuel
element data:

Fuel element identification number

Total mass of U and mass of U-235 and U-238 before irradiation (in )

Total mass of U and mass of U-235, U-236 and U-238 after irradiation (in )

If possible, the mass of U-234 and 'nitial and residual masses of U should be indicated
in grams with 2 or 3 digits after the decimal point.

Total mass of Pu and mass of Pu-23 8, Pu-23 9, Pu-240, Pu-24 1, Pu-242 (in mg)

Mass of Np, Cm, Am (in g)

Residence time in operating reactor (Effective Full Power Days - EFPD)

Date of unloading

Cooling time in days at assumed shipment date

Energy generated MWd)

Burnup in MWd/t (total pre-irradiation U)

Total radioactivity (TBq)

Residual heat W) at assumed shipment date

Inspection commitment codes: Euratom U and Pu code

Confirmation of fuel integrity and demonstration of integrity for core and pool storage,
including such information as: inspection system, equipment, types of radioactivity
monitored, leaktightness fault trip threshold, mean and maximum in-service
radioactivity and current radioactivity.
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APPENDIX 2

Fuel Specifications

....... ........ ... ............... . . ...........
...... ......... .. . .......................... .. ..................... . ........... ..... .... ... . ......... ........ ... . . ... ..... .......... ... . ....... ................... . ...... .......... ................. ........ . .. .. . ................ ......... .. ... . ......... .. .......... ......................... .................................. ... ....... ............ . ... .......... ...... ... ......... . .. ... ...... .......... ............... . .............. .........

GEOMETRY (in mm)
Length

-Width
Total thickness
Fuel material thickness
Cladding thickness
Active length
Max. active width

COMPOSITION
Fissile material alloy
Cladding material
Initial U-235 enrichment (%)
Utotal concentration i (g/cm')
Initial Utotal mass (g)

-Initial U-235 mass (g)

OTHER
Drawings
Specifications
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